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1. The Geological Society of London (GSL) offers authors the option to publish their articles
in accordance with RCUK policies on Access to Research Outputs. These policies apply to all
authors, and the Society will retain its policy of publishing only high-quality peer-reviewed
research outputs.
2. Geological Society journals, Special Publications, Engineering Geological Special
Publications, Petroleum Geology Conference series and Memoirs take a hybrid approach to
publication, enabling a combination of Gold (author pays) Open Access, Green (repository)
Open Access and access-controlled articles. GSL also works with co-publishers to encourage
the adoption of compatible policies.
Gold Open Access
3. For an article to be published on a Gold Open Access basis, the payment of an Article
Processing Charge (APC) is required on acceptance of the article for publication. The APC
charge payable features on the Information for Authors page for each journal title or book
series. Payment must be received prior to online publication.
4. APC charges are reviewed periodically, and may be waived for some categories of article
(eg those which have been commissioned). A discount is available for Fellows of the Society
(where the Fellow is first author or at least half the authors are FGS). Equivalent discounts
apply for AAG and EAGE members for GEEA and Petroleum Geoscience respectively.
Discounts may be offered to authors from developing countries.
5. Gold OA articles are published under the terms of the CC-BY 3.0 license, or most recent
appropriate update.
Green Open Access
6. All articles may be published under the terms of Green Open Access.
7. Authors may post a copy of the accepted (ie post-peer review) version of their article,
accompanied by a link to the relevant article abstract on the Lyell Collection, in their
institutional repository, a subject-based repository or personal website after the relevant
embargo period has passed. The embargo period is 12 months from formal online
publication on the Lyell Collection. Under no circumstances may the publisher’s final version
(eg PDF) be posted under the terms of Green Open Access.
Subscription charging
8. GSL is committed to responsible subscription pricing. Should the volume of open access
content in any title rise to significant levels, the Society will recognise and accommodate the
associated APC income when setting its annual prices.

Compliance with funder and license requirements
9. In all cases it is the author’s responsibility to ensure that their chosen route to publication
is compliant with any requirements or obligation placed upon them by their funder or
employer. The Geological Society takes no responsibility for advising authors on compliance.
10. Authors wishing to have their article published via Gold Open Access have responsibility
for ensuring that all components of their work (for example, data, figures or tables included
in the final version) are compatible with the requirements of the CC-BY 3.0 license. The
Geological Society cannot advise on such issues, nor undertake negotiations with rights
holders on an author’s behalf.

